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INTRODUCTION
Did you know that the wise men of the Bible were ultimately unwise 
men? Their story isn’t a children’s story set in an elaborate Christmas 
pageant. It’s a story of persecution when Jesus was just a toddler.  
Christians living in the west are stuck with a faith narrative in our 
heads that is dominated by the culture in which we live. What Nik 
and Ruth Ripken learned as they interviewed hundreds of believers 
in persecution around the globe is that much of the cultural Christian 
narrative we have repeated is wrong. The Insanity Uncensored revisits 
the true meanings of the gospel and puts us on a path of Biblical 
understanding about how we engage the lost billions.



“Every follower of Christ in North America needs 
to be a part of the Insanity of God Uncensored 

project. We live with blinders on here in the West; 
we are unfamiliar with our own Family’s struggles 

across the world. We need to be informed, 
equipped, engaged and set on fire - not to pray 

for an end to persecution, but courage for our 
brothers and sisters to stand as the Gospel 

is pressed forward around the planet.” 

- John Durham, Lead Pastor 
Highland Baptist Church, Waco Texas



DISTRIBUTION
“The Insanity Uncensored” is a Nik Ripken Ministries game-changing resource focused on 
the issues surrounding how to do ministry in places of intense persecution. The course is 
broken down into 9 sessions shot on 4K HD video during a 5 day presentation.

This controversial content will be distributed digitally and in a DVD multipack. A global 
distribution marketing strategy will engages an audience already waiting for the tool.  



VALUE
•  “The Insanity of God” resources have proven themselves 

to be heavily sought after and useful to audiences across 
the globe

•  “The Insanity of God” book has sold more than 150,000 
copies worldwide

•  “The Insanity of God” documentary film screened in 
500 theaters across the US  in 2 Fathom Event that sold 
88,000 tickets and grossed nearly 1.3 million dollars.

•  “The Insanity of Obedience” book has sold more than 
50,000 copies worldwide

•  Insanity workshops have been attended globally by more 
than 20,000 participants

•  This training is highly sought after and currently 
engaged by individuals, churches, mission organizations 
and schools of learning around the world.



“The Insanity of God is a must read for anyone serious about the Great Commission. Persecuted believers 
have much to teach missional minded believers. Nik Ripken’s follow-up and provocative book, The Insanity 
of Obedience, will force you to answer the question, is Jesus worth it? Now you can bring the Insanity to 
you church through a workshop that will inspire your entire church to greater levels of obedience. Nik’s 
experience on the mission field plus his intimate interviews of persecuted believers has uniquely prepared 
him not only to keep believers on the edge of their seats, but to challenge them to greater commitment.”

- Bob Jolly, pastor, First Baptist Church, Cumming, GA
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